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To be published in Norfolk Archaeology 1999.

Third Interim Repbrt: 1998
The third season of field research in the parish of Sedgeford continued with the on-going open-area
excavations in Boneyard and West Hall Paddock, the survey of the church of St Mary the Virgin and
its environs, and a non-destructive investigation of the deserted medieval hamlet of Eaton. No
excavation of the Reeddam site was possible due to waterlogging.
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1

MiddleSaxon

The focus in 1998 remained the excavation of Boneyard, a field south of the main
village, and the site of a middle to late Saxon cemetery and settlement. The 20 x 20m trench
opened in the first season had not been fully excavated by the close of the second. One of
two principal aims in 1998 was to complete this area, which had not been fully excavated
by the close of the 1997 season. The second was to claritY our understanding of settlement
evidence, and its stratigraphic relationship with the cemetery. These were largely achieved.
Twenty-seven skeletons, orientated west/east, were lifted this season, bringing the total so
far to seventy-two. Basic analysis indicates a slight female predominance within the
population. Juveniles account for 13%. Of the skeletons excavated this season, the possible
causes of death were identifiable in three. Two are likely to have died through infections:
one suffered from a bone infection, another from an abscess in the front of the skull and
through the orbital bone. A third was possibly decapitated. Grave cuts were noticed for the
first time. Some burials had been placed within a sandy soil, in contrast to the majority of
burials, which were cut into a darker silty sand. This stratigraphic distinction may contribute
to the phasing of the cemetery. Burials whose grave cuts cannot be seen were placed into
soil build-up, rather than the natural sand, and are possibly later.

bronze

Some of the stratigraphic difficulties encountered last season have been clarified.
The north-south running ditches and gullies to the east of the site, which were traced to their
furthest northern extent, all appear to post date the cemetery. Significantly, a burial within
a group of disturbed skeletons had been truncated by one of these features - a middle Saxon gully. This
represents the beginning of another phase of middle Saxon settlement activity, and marks cemetery
disuse, suggesting this part of the cemetery at least dates towards the earlier part of the period. That
the cemetery is of this date, rather than late Saxon as previously supposed, is further suggested by a
group of burials to the west which lie below late Saxon rubbish deposits.
pin.

Across the site, ephemeral structural eviden.ce, almost certainly post-dating the cemetery, was
encountered. Part of the southern balk was stripped back revealing discrete areas of cobbling and linear
flint spreads, interpreted as a truncated floor surface with associated wall foundations. Finds included
domestic ironwork and a piece oflate Saxon stained glass. However, at least some of this evidence may
represent natural deposition, as it appears consistent with the periglacial
.
phenomenon of 'patterned ground'. Other structural elements included
deposits of rammed chalk, dated no later than late Saxon, which possibly
formed surfaces for ovens or hearths, suggested by proximate burnt soil
and charcoaL In. the south-east comer was a sequence of extensive
superimposed chalky clay layers. These were partly excavated in 1996
and interpreted as ditch fills, though they probably represent phases of
flooring. To the west, a narrow north/south gully was revealed. Within it
were six shallow scoops, possibly post-holes, and perhaps a foundation
trench for a timber structure.
In West Hall Paddock, situated immediately south of the Church
ofSt Mary, and within the presumed area of a medieval manor complex,
the excavation of trenches A and B resumed. Site B, closed at the start of
last season, was re-opened in order to gain a clearer understanding of the
sequence of deposits dumped during the medieval period. A secondary
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2. Middle-Saxon

Strap-end
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"aim was to sample the underlying peat deposits to reconstruct the pre-medieval environment. A
resistivity survey south of the excavation areas suggests that the substantial chalk wall from site A,
exposed in 1997, and initially considered to represent a high status structure, more likely forms part
of a boundary wall. Associated finds and documentary evidence suggest a 13th century date. The
sequence of cobbled surfaces butting the west side of the wall was reinterpreted as a footpath, which
appears to lead to the south end of the churchyard. West of the cobbles, and associated with them, is
a sequence of boundaries. First of these is a N-S ditch. This was backfilled with chalk and replaced by
a fence, indicated by a line of stake-holes, replaced in tum by another wall. This wall was dated by
-pottery to after c. 1400, possibly dividing the land of the Benedictine Priory manor from that of the de
Sedgefords. Some evidence for activity prior to the 13th century was also recovered. This included a
foundation for a possible structure or wall, which lay below the 13th century leve~ and a large cut
feature sealed by peat. These will be investigated further during the 1999 season.
The recording of the fabric of the church of St Mary the Virgin continued, and
some progress was made towards defining a sequence of the stages of building
and repair. It is hoped that, as some stages can be dated quite closely, a better
chronology may be given for the whole. A resistivity survey within the
churchyard revealed the extent of the east end of the chancel demolished circa
1770. It was shown to extend some 6 metres, becoming narrower. The north
transept seems to have fallen into disrepair somewhat earlier. Also, a survey in
the north-west end of the vicarage grounds revealed a large, possibly structural,
3 Middle-SaxonBone
platform. As part of a field history course, comparison was made with other
comb fragment
churches related to Sedgeford by manorial ownership, or certain shared features
such as round towers. A search in the Norfolk Record Office for relevant
material was also undertaken. This revealed that, prior to the mid 18th century, there are very few
specific church records, though items can be gleaned from the study of wills, manorial records, deeds
of gift and the like.
Research into the deserted medieval hamlet of Eaton continued with a geophysical survey. This
season an initialresistivity survey was undertaken, to be complemented by magnetometry in the next.
A contour survey, a maps and documents study, and shovel testing will be supplementary. The aim is
togather as much information as possible through non-destructive means.
In addition to the above work, a comprehensive programme of gee-archaeological and
environmentalsampling commenced, initiallytargeting waterlogged deposits in Reeddam and the peat
horizons in West Hall Paddock, to be extended along the Heacham river prior to the next season. The
data so fur collected are yet to be processed, though the presence of dry-land molluscs in samples taken
from Reeddam indicates that this area was dry before and during the late Saxon period.
The quantity and quality of information recovered this season has been enhanced by the
introduction of a refined on-site recording system, and more efficient finds processing. This
underscores an important research aim of the project - to test archaeological procedures, so that they
may evolve and improve.

In addition to the members of the SHARP committee of trustees and the supervisory team, the volunteer fieldworkers,
the Friends of SHARP, and various specialist-consultants, particular thanks are due to the following: Bernard and Susan
Campbell, Andrew and Katherine Ramsay, Janet Hammond, the Ken Hill Estate, the vicar, the Rev Andrew Butcher,
the churchwardens and parishioners of the Church ofSt Mary the Virgin and to the people of Sedge ford.
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Sedgeford Church - rediscoveries by resistivity
by
Janet Hammond
Looking at Sedgeford Church today the chancel seems very short in proportion to the rest of the building.
There is good reason for this; almost the earliest pieces of documentary evidence we have so far
discovered for the church is a faculty dated 9th March 1770, which confIrmed and regularized the
'contracting' of the chancel by twenty-seven feet: 'the said chancel being very old and decayed in the
walls, roofand lead could not be repaired to such dimensions (ie forty-seven feet long, twenty-four feet
wide and twenty-one feet high) without great expense.' This faculty was granted to Edmund Rolfe, the
lessee of the Dean & Chapter of Norwich Cathedral's Sedgeford estates which included the rectory,
and while the parish was responsible for repair of the nave, the rector, whether clerical or, as in this case,
lay, was reSponsible for the repair of the church chancel. While we can date the disappearance of more
than half the chancel to about 1770, the case of the missing transept is much more difficult to solve. For
a start what makes us think there ever was one?
Examination of the eastern walls of the north aisle reveals much
reused ashlar and other worked stone laid in random fashion. Tthe east end
of the north wall of the aisle shows signs ofinfIll ofa similar composition,
inset with a cut-down reused ogee arched window, similar to one in the east
wall of the south transept. (See figure 4) These windows are of early
fourteenth century English decorated design and with other architectural
evidence, point to a great rebuilding of the church during the thirteenth and
early fourteenth centuries. This rebuilding may well have been halted by the
Black Death in 1349, leaving only the Saxo-Norman tower of the earlier
building still in place but heightened by the addition of the octagonal belfry.
Further evidence for a north transept, or for a far more elaborate east end of
the north aisle than the present one, comes from a will dated 1444 when
John Acres of Eton in Seggeford leaves legacies to the church, to four
1. Piscina in south transept
religious guilds and to the 'ymage of St James in the north alley' of
Sedgeford Church. The "existence of such an image implies the strong
possibility of an altar with attendant piscina at the east end the aisle, if not an actual chapel. There is no
remaining evidence of such a piscina - probably similar to that still existing in the south-east corner of
the south transept (see figure 1) - on either the east wall of the north aisle or the chancel arch pillar to
the south-east where such evidence would have been, had the present eastern end of the aisle been the
original wall. However the best evidence we have for a north transept comes from correspondence and
notes between the architects and the vicar, the Rev. Ogle, with regard the projected 1880 church
restoration. From these documents it transpires that at that date the foundations of the north transept were
still visible. Furthermore, apart from deploring the shortening of the chancel and suggesting that it be
rebuilt, as every nineteenth century architect reporting on Sedgeford church had done, it was also
suggested that the north aisle had originally extended almost as far as the early English lancet window
on the north chancel wall, that the very unusual window on the north side of the chancel had never been
designed to be glazed but was an opening whereby those in the side chapel could be participants in
masses said at the high altar, and that the aisle should be restored to its original proportions. Neither of
these suggestions for rebuilding came to anything. The Church Commissioners were not prepared to fund
more than their legal responsibility, the chancel as standing. The vicar said he and the parish were fully
stretched trying to collect funds to repair the rest of the church.
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2. Plan of church showing foundations discovered by geophysical (resistivity) survey.

It was anned with this information that the geophysics team moved in. Strewing the eastern side
of the churchyard with wires and equipment they marched backwards and forwards in metre wide bands
across the area where it was presumed the lost chancel must be, pushing their probes into the ground to
measure the resistivity of the soil. High resistivity - something dry and solid like foundations or rock, low
resistivity something softer and damper like soil or a grave. Every step a metre, every metre a reading,
as the day wore on the figures piled up. Over night they were fed into a computer and the following day
came a print out. Yes, there was something there, but it wasn't quite clear. The exercise was repeated
at half metre intervals. Now the picture was much clearer.
Foundations almost where expected, but not quite - they seemed to
be narrower by a foot on the north and south sides than the
measurements given for the demolished portion had indicated,
figures born out by the position of the remaining north and south
walls. These differences have not been resolved, as proof by
excavation is not allowed without a faculty (special permission)
from the church authorities. There were gaps in the foundations,
these could be accounted for by graves. Gravestones show some of
these had been made soon after the demolition had taken place, and
by plans displaying the route of a drainage system which had cut
through the chancel area from north-west to south-east leaving a pile
of rubble close to the south east comer.

,J

3 Buried wall in electricity cable trench

Next the transept. These results were less clear. A series of
readings indicated a large foundation approximately six feet east of
the present east wall of the aisle. This extended several feet beyond
the north wall of the church to a point where it was presumed that
the north-east comer of the transept had been, but the return from
that comer was less certain. Here the churchyard begins to get

7

. steeper and both soil and foundations could easily have been eroded and slipped down-hill over time.
This is quite clear from the depth of soil that has been dug away from the exterior wall of the north aisle
and from the north and east walls of the chancel; a depth which makes a mention, by Charles Neville
Rolfe in 1841 of 'earth to within six inches of the windows' quite conceivable. The point at which the
former transept met the north wall of the aisle was also unclear, the indications were to the west of the
most probable area marked by a bulge on the infill on the exterior of that wall and the pillar arch on the
inside. (point B on church plan andfigure 4) There is a yew tree growing close by and it is possible that its
roots have spread and are causing shadow and anomalies. However the position of the east wall is quite
certain; it was confirmed by being in line with traces of a building formerly abutting on the exterior of
the north wall of the chancel, about eighteen inches to the east of the lancet window. (Point A on church
plan and Figure 4) This position was further proved when it was noticed that in the soil of the bank
opposite this area of wall were stones held together with mortar. (point C on Figure 4) During the early
months of 1999 it became necessary to replace the electricity cable to the church and where the cable
came to the line of these mortared stones, which had been indicated by the resistivity survey, it was
found to be lying over the top of the remains of a substantial wall and carried down its inner plastered
surface. (see figure 3and point D on figure 4) Underground a length of the eastern wall of the missing
transept still exists to a height of approximately two feet.
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4. External view of part of north wall of chancel and of north aisle
showing area A where former transept wall abutted chancel between the drain-pipe
and chancel window, infill containing worked stone in east and north wall of north
aisle bulge B at western edge and ogee ar~hed window in north wall of north aisle.

This article is based on a resistivity survey in the churchyard conducted by Dr Peter Carnell. However any
errors in figures and other details are entirely the fault of the author.
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Roodstairs And Doorways.:. Some Food For Thought
by Sheila Medlar
In simple terms, a roodstair was the means of access from the east end of the nave up to the
gallery of the roodscreen or roodloft; a doorway at or slightly above floor level gave onto a flight of
winding steps within the masonry, and these terminated in the upper doorway which led on to the
gallery of the roodloft. There, in medieval times, lit by many candles, was the carved and gilded rood
group; the crucified Christ, with the Virgin Mary and the beloved disciple, John. These painted
images, high above the junction of nave and chancel, were the dramatic focus of worship for the
congregation in a medieval church - and the target of Protestant anger and destruction.
That Sedgeford church, like every other parish church in England, once possessed a screen
is evidenced by the 1530 will ofRandyll Byrde in which he gives twenty shillings and states, "Item
I geve and bequethe to the gyldyng of the Rode upon the Rodeloft in Segeford chirche xxs to be
payed & done in the thirdde yere next after my decease or shortly after". This rood, along with all
others in England, had probably been destroyed by 1547 by order of Edward VI and had certainly
gone by 1559 on the orders of Elizabeth 1. Sedgeford's medieval screen has also gone, but there are
survivors in Norfolk to indicate the splendour of these structures: All Saints at Upper Sheringham
retains not only its screen with the gallery but also the rood staircase and the wooden doors with an
iron ring handle; S1.Mary's at Old Hunstanton is our nearest example of the way in which the screen
at Sedgeford might have been painted; and S1.Helen's at Ranworth is the most exquisite of Norfolk's
medieval screens to survive.
The chancel roodscreen, purpose-built for each church to fit its chancel arch, served to mark
the division of responsibility for upkeep between the people's nave and the priest's chancel. The
earliest surviving wooden screens in Norfolk - carved, painted and gilded and paid for either from
a general church fund or from individual bequests like that ofRandyll Byrde - would seem to date
from about 1350. As well as being a boundary and for displaying the rood group among its lights
and tapers, evidence exists to tell us that the gallery on top of the chancel screen was used for music
and it held small altars. In any event, access was required from ground level, and this was provided
by the rood staircase.
Even though a medieval roodscreen may have been destroyed or has simply decayed through
neglect, it is still possible to deduce its height and position by looking at the upper and lower
doorways of the staircase, or traces of them. Many staircases have survived, and they make a
fascinating study. In Salle church there is no trace of a stair and it is assumed that the loft was
reached by ladders. But in most cases, the narrow stone staircase is to be found within either the
north or south pillar or wall of the chancel arch, constructed as part of the building itself with, it
would appear, steps winding clockwise if on the north side and counter-clockwise if on the south.
Of interest is the :fuetthat the majority of entrances to the staircase from inside the church are from
the nave, indicating that the prime user was a layman - possibly the sexton carrying out his duties
maintaining the images and their lights.
Sedgeford's roodstair - with its upper doorway blocked but visible in outline in the plaster is encased within an open-topped turret and is to the south of the chancel arch; it is remarkably
similar to the stair turret at St. Mary's in nearby Great Bircham - except that the latter is on the north
of the chancel arch; it also has a square label over the lower doorway, but it is not mutilated as
Sedgeford's. At Thornham, the external stair turret for the parvis over the south porch is similar in
form to Sedgeford's internal roodstair turret.
9

As well as stairs encased within a wall, pillar or turret close to the chancel arch, several
Norfolk churches have their roodstairs contained within an external turret. At Titchwell, the flint
base of the demolished turret can be seen on the ground on the north side. Worstead and Sustead
both have very decorative turrets - the latter built of warm red brick with tiny windows and knapped
flint diapers against the south wall of the flint church. At Edingthorpe, the exterior north wall bulges
to accommodate the width of the stairs in a church which has no aisles and where the roodloft would
have extended across the whole width of the little round-towered church. Nearby Swanton Abbott's
stair is contained within a substantial flint tower against the north wall, it has a tile cap, dressed
stone quoins and small quatrefoil windows.
There seems to be no hard-and-fast rule as
to why the stairs or their surviving doorways
should be on one side of the church rather than the
other and, of staircases so far noted and observed
for SHARP, forty-four are on the north side,
nineteen are on the south, with stairs or openings
on both north and south in five cases.
Each stair complex has a character of its
own - not least the design of lower doorways; at
Wiggenhall St. Mary, for example, the stairs.
emerge a considerable height from present nave
floor level, and at Thompson the extremely
narrow stairs rise behind an opening in the
window jamb. The whole roodstair arrangement is
well illustrated at St. Mary's, South Creake, where
the hoodmoulds over both upper and lower
doorways have survived.
It should be remembered that each Norfolk
church is different from its neighbour down the
road - that every church is a history book
reflecting the attitudes of the community in which
it stands, and the mood of the times. No church is
as it was built; it will have been variously
cherished, abused and neglected. The roodscreen
complex was the object of bequests great and
small for about one hundred and fifty years; and
yet, within his lifetime, a man could see in his
own church the organised destruction of the rood
and its screen, the extinguishing of its lights and
the blocking of the roodstairs.

If--~~-

Rood stair turret showing doorway with circular stair and
nichein the turret wall with decorated label above and
trace of pedestal against the wall beneath.

It will be obvious that each Norfolk church reflects the ravages of time and man's actions in
a different way - thus it is impossible to give more than a brief outline of aspects of the roodstairs,
since every church presents a unique picture.
Sedgeford church has had considerable attention from the "restorers" and, because so much
of the internal and external fabric has been interfered with, it is not an easy church to "read" - and,
not least, the history of its roodstairs. What is the significance of the date carved into the newel post?
10"
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Were the stairs moved from the north side oftIie chancel arch when the transept was demolished,
and its step~ turned and re-set on the south side, within a turret? What is the significance of the
niche, with the faint outline of a stone pedestal, set into the west face of the turret? It is a feature I
have seen only in All Saints at Edingthorpe where, above the lOWerroodstair doorway is set a large
and very beautiful cusped and coloured niche with what Cautley calls a "very curious carved stool"
(pedestal). Curiouser and curiouser!
It is an aim of the 1999 season to try to answer those questions, and to begin to place
Sedgeford's roodstair into its Norfolk context.
MAIN SOURCES:
Cautley, H. Munro; Norfolk: Churches, The Boydell Press Ltd., Ipswich, reprinted 1979.
Cotton, Simon; "Medieval Roodscreens in Norfolk: - Their construction and painting dates", Norf. Arch. Vol XL, Norwich 1985.
Cox, J. Charles and Harvey, Alfred; English Church Furniture, Methuen & Co., London, 1907.
Duffy, Eamon; The Stripping of the Altars, Yale University Press, New Haven and London, 1992.
Mortlock, D.P. and Roberts, C. V.; The Popular Guide to Norfolk: Churches, 3 volumes, Acorn Editions, Cambridge, 1985.
Yaxley, Susan; The Reformation in Norfolk: Parish Churches, The Larks Press, Guist .\3ottom, 1990.

GLOSSARY:
Diaper: A decorative repaeat pattern of stylised or geometric shapes: on the rood screen at Great Bircham these are stencilled gold
cinquefoils and fleur-de-Iys on a crimson ground.
Label or hoodmould: A projecting moulding, horizontal or curved, above an arch, doorway, window or niche, and often decorative.
If external, the curved hood mould will throw rainwater away from the building.
Niche: The word means "shell"; a vertical recess, usually empty now, but originally for an image of the Virgin or a saint, and with a
light burning nearby.
Parvise: Usually, the room above the church porch - Thomham's south porch and parvise is particularly beautiful
Quoin: A comer or angle of a building; if of flint the quoins may be of dressed stone or brick to strengthen the construction.
Quatrefoil: A design with four radiating stylised "petals"; together with the cinquefoil of five petals, these delicate designs powder
those medieval creeens whose painting has survived.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
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P Willcox.
Sheila Medlar - December 1998
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The Reformation as seen through the wills of the villagers of Sedgeford
by Linda Nudds

Using wills of the period, the aim of this study is to examine the attitude of the
Sedgeford yeoman to his church both spiritual and temporal during the sixteenth century and
see if we can gain an insight into his religious sentiments during the turbulent years of the
Reformation.
To understand some of the events of the sixteenth century, a look at the attitude of its
monarchs and the changes in religious doctrine is desirable. Until the 1530s and the break
with Rome, Hemy VIII pursued a policy of Traditional Catholic beliefs. He was not in favour
of "The New Learning" and those who preached it were often persecuted. His wish to divorce
Katherine of Aragon and many Anne Boleyn provided the impetus for his renunciation of the
Pope's supremacy over the English Church. It was not originally intended that the breach
with Rome should lead to a renunciation of traditional catholic beliefs. However the issues
of supremacy and the traditional doctrine became linked. Although Henry was to remain a
moderate catholic in many ways, a move towards reform was inevitable. The latter part of
Hemy's reign saw many changes. The monasteries were dissolved between 1536 and 1539,
the veneration of relics was outlawed in 1'538, the worship of saints discouraged and the
burning of lights or candles before their images banned. In 1547 the death of Henry and the
accession of Protestant controlled Edward VI saw the beginning of radical reforms of the
church. Images of saints were removed from churches, the walls whitened and candles were
forbidden except on tlle High Altar. References to purgatory were forbidden and the clergy
instructed to encourage donations to the poor box rather than the purchasing of prayers,
pardons and candles. In 1550 Altars were abolished. A new prayer book was issued in 1552
which stripped much of the rich Catholic pageantry from the official worship of the Church
of England. Clergy were ordered to wear simple surplices and communion taken at a table
in the body of the church. Many Church goods and treasures were sold or confiscated. Mary
became Queen in 1554 and began her reign by proclaiming her desire for the restoration of
the Catholic faith in England. In the parish many of the Edwardian reforms were reversed.
Altars, church vestments and ornaments were brought back. Church goods were recovered
from those who had confiscated, bought or hidden them for safekeeping ..With the reign of
Elizabeth, Protestantism was re-established. The mass was abolished and a modified version
of the Edwardian prayer book issued. Slowly but surely the old traditional Catholic religion
was finally and irrevocably replaced by the reformed Protestant faith.
How did all these events affect the religious thinking of the villagers of Sedge ford?
A study of their wills can give us an indication. Most early historical documents that we have
available to us :poware mainly concerned with laws, wealth, trade, ownership or legal matters.
Many records refer to those of wealth and power and the common man is often mentioned
only when he has transgressed or as a name in a listing. Wills are an opportunity for the
ordinary citizen to express themselves. Spofford comments that "Once in his life, and once
only, the ordinary villager, yeoman, husbandman, labourer or craftsman, might make at the
beginning of his will, a statement which bore on his religious beliefs" (Spufford, 320).
A sixteenth century will would begin with the most important thing that a person had
to leave, his soul. A Catholic style will, such as that ofRandyll Byrde made in 1530, would
begin with "I bequeathe my sowle to god allmyghty and to our blessyd lady Sent Mary the
.•12
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Vrgyne and to all the holle Courte and company in Hevyn". A Protestant style will would
omit the Virgin and Saints and focus on redemption directly from God and Jesus as did
Godfrey Hargate when he made his will in 1588 bequeathing his soul to "Almighty God,
trusting to be saved by the only precious bloodshedding of my Saviour Jesu Christ". Many
variations existed and some wills can be a mixture of both. To see the reactions of the
testators of Sedge ford a chronological examination of the wording used is required.
Until 1546, the year before the accession of Edward, the testators left their souls, with
varying wording, to Almighty God, St Mary and the Saints in Heaven. In 1548 and 1550,
William Gedney and William Dawson omitted St Mary but still mentioned God and the Saints
or Holy Company of Heaven. Thomas Smyth in 1552 bequeathed his soul just to Almighty
God with no mention of St Mary or the Saints. There then fullowed four wills using the
words God, Maker or Saviour and Redeemer alone. In 1557, three years after Mary's
accession, William Brook reverted to the Catholic formula. He was followed by William
Grene who used the more Protestant style of Almighty God, Maker and Redeemer which was
contrary to what would have been expected. The next two wills made in the early years of
Elizabeth reign used Catholic wording. One of these was that of Thomas Laycocke who was
vicar of Sedgeford from 1539 to 1559. The fact that he remained vicar throughout the
changes of Hemy's, Edward's and Mary's reigns indicates that he was a man who conformed
to the official policy of the state. Many vicars had been replaced as the doctrine of the church
changed and they had not. By 1577 the appeal to St Mary and the Saints had completely
disappeared. Simon Weasenham left his soul in that year to "God and Jesus Christ". From
then until the end of the sixteenth century many testators commended their souls only to God,
with a few adding Almighty or my Saviour Jesus Christ.
It would appear that the villagers of Sedgeford with the odd exception were fairly
conventional in expressing themselves in their wills. They made no Protestant declarations
during the reign of Henry vm and moved slowly away from traditional Catholic-style will
openings to a more Protestant style during Edward's reign and then back again in the latter
part of the reign of Mary's. Elizabeth's reign began with the last two Catholic-style openings
and continued with the adoption of a simple commending of the soul to God with a few
additions until the end of the century.
Other :fuctorsin a person's will can tell us something of their religious sentiments and
allegiances. Bequests to the High Altar, for prayers and good works, to the poor, to religious
institutions and the village church feature in many wills as shown in the bar chart. These can
all give an indication ofa person's beliefs.
Until 1548 Sedgeford inhabitants without exception left bequests to the High Altar for tithes
forgotten. Tithes were the payment to the church of 10% of a person's income and were
considered a spiritual duty. Margaret Byllarde in 1529 left "12d to the High Altar for tithes
and offerings negligently forgotten". Until Edward's reign this bequest would have been
necessary as it was believed that unpaid debts could lengthen the time spent in purgatory. In
Edward's reign no payment was obligatory and in 1549 references to purgatory were
forbidden. With the coming of Catholic Mary and at the beginning of Elizabeth's reign there
is a mixed picture. Those expressing Catholic sentiments also paid for tithes forgotten and
those expressing a more Protestant view did not.
Another way in which a person would express concern for his own and other's soul
was with a specific request for prayers as from Margaret Collyns in 1529 and Simon Smyth
13
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in 1536. William Crispe in 1535 required "an abell priest to syng in the Church of Our Lady
at Sedgeford for my sowl my father and mothers sowles and all Christian sowls at his cost and
charge for space of! year". Others chose to leave the manner of the comfort or profit of their
souls to the discretion of their executors. Robert Beale in 1504 charged his executors to
dispose of his estate "...for my soul and souls of my benefactors and all Christian sowles as
may be most pleasing to Holy God and as they will answer before the high judge at the day
of doom thereto", These requests concerning the soul began to appear less :frequently after
the death of Henry and the abolition of purgatory in Edward's reign and are not found at all
in the Elizabethan wills.
However charitable bequests to the poor did appear from 1548 onwards. A donation
to the poor is first found in the will of William Gedney in 1548. The next bequest was from
William Dawson in 1550 who left 12d to the poormans box. It seems that as soon as the Poor
box was installed in 1547, donations were made to it. This was possibly as a substitute for
the bequests to the High Altar and other charitable bequests. Over 50% of testators gave to
the poor from 1548 to the end of the century.
There were no known religious establishments in Sedge ford and only two villagers
left bequests to friars. Randyll Byrde in 1530 and William Rose in 1533 left bequests to four
orders offriars in Kings Lynn. William Rose also left barley to the Friars at Burnham and 6s
8d for" my sowle to be prayed for proper perpetually".
Donations to the Cathedral at Norwich appeared without omission from 1529 to 1539.
This may be due to the fact that the Prior and Convent of Norwich held the manors at
Sedgeford and the presence of their appointee Henry Drake the vicar who died in 1539 (NRO
IB5/5). The only other mention of the Cathedral after this time was in the Catholic will of
William Banyard in 1558 who left "...to the Cathedral Church of Holy Trinity of Norwich 6d".

,

..
In the early part of the sixteenth century many parishioners chose to leave bequests
to the gilds. There wt(re at least six gilds in the village and they were religious rather than
trade or craft gilds. Religious gilds were a type of Christian Fellowship, attached to but not
under the control of the parish church. For a small outlay a man or woman could join with
others to perform acts of piety and charity which they may not have been able to do on their
own. The gild would maintain a light in front of the image of their patron saint in the parish
church, ornament the image and give gifts to their church. Gilds also gave a sense of
community and provided mutual support. They would help members who were in difficulty
when alive and pray for their souls after death to ease their passage through purgatory. Gild
members would join together to worship and then feast on special days in the year. Alms
would often be given on these occasions which were social as well as religious gatherings.
From the records of other village gilds, in particular those of the gild ofSt John the Baptist
in Swaflham, we can gain tantalising glimpses of these festivities which must have resembled
our Harvest Suppers of later centuries. For the feasts the gild owned twenty five yards of
tablecloths and over seventy dishes and trenchers of wood and pewter. These festivities could
extend over two days and the extensive baking of bread and meat and brewing of ale must
have been a community effort. In 1508 the provisions for the feast included wheat, malt,
cheese, beef, mutton, three lambs, four pigs and sixteen geese. Spit turners, "desswassers"
and torch bearers were employed and minstrels provided entertainment.
Until 1535 more than 50% of testators left bequests to the gilds, normally in the form
of combs or bushels of barley. Some named the gilds as did Randyll Byrde in 1530 when he
did " ...bequethe to the Gylde ofSeynt John & to the gylde offall Seynts ... 2 busshells of
barlye". Others such as Robert Bele in 1535 left "To every gild the which I am a brother in
shall have 2 bushells barley". Donations to the gilds ceased in 1536. With the Henrician
attacks on the worship of the saints and the burning oflights, villagers could see that one of
the primary aims of their gilds was going to be forbidden. They probably feared that the assets
of their gilds might be seized as had those of other religious organisations. In many villages
the gilds melted into the parish rather than wait to be formally dissolved and it appears that
that was the case in Sedgeford.
Bequests to Sedgeford Church and occasionally other churches were fairly common.
Apart from a gap from 1560 to 1588 (for whIch there are fewer wills available), bequests to
the church occur in about 50% of wills. These mostly took the form of money for repair and
maintenance of the church but sometimes specific items were mentioned. Katherine Lynne
in 1529 and William Rose in 1533 left money to buy silver for the church. In 1530 Randyll
Byrde bequeathed "to the gyldyng of the Rode upon the rodeloft in Sedgeford chirche
xxs....to the peyntyng ofSeynt James and Seynt Loye 3s 4d ....20s to be paid on the guilding
of Our Lady of Pity ...". After 1536 only two items of an uncontroversial nature were
mentioned, a 'ymynge grate' from Robert Blackberd in 1543 and the hanging of the bell in
1553. Presumably the parishioners did not want to think that their donations were going to
be sold offas many of the church goods had been before 1550.
In conclusion, it would seem from the information contained in their wills that the
majority of the villagers of Sedgeford with a few exceptions conformed to the religious
doctrine of the time. Until the end of Henry Vill's reign they did what was customary,
whether by conscious choice or by apathy we cannot tell. The changes in Edward's and
Mary's reigns produced a mixture of attitudes, but most seemed to follow the official line, if
perhaps slower than might have been seen in the towns and cities. With the more moderate
views of Elizabeth's reign, religious sentiments and bequests became less frequent. It is
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int~resting to note that the one :frequentbequest throughout all the reigns is that to the village
church. Perhaps this was the more real and tangible religious factor in their lives.
This article is based on an essay prepared as part of a certificate in English Local
History ciurse run by the University ofEasr Anglia at True's yard, King's Lynn. The primary
source for'this study is a collection of 54 wills made between 1499 and 1600. Each will
quoted gives the name of the testator and the year the will was made. Other sources include
the Parish Registers and Manorial Records of Sedgeford.
Manuscript Sources - Norfolk Record Office
Lestrange Collection, IB5/5 MS Transcript of Abstract Copyhold Surrenders
Transcribed by J. Hammond, Sedgeford
Sedgeford Parish Chest
Sedgeford Parish Registers, 1560-1650
Transcribed by J Hammond, Sedgeford
Probate Records of;
Dean & Chapter of Norwich
Norfolk Archdeaconry Court
Norfolk Consistory Court
Principal Printed Sources
Duffy, E.
The Stripping of the Altars,Traditional Religion in England 1400-1580
Yale University Press, New Haven 1993
Spufford, M. Contrasting Communities English Villagers in the Sixteenth and
Seventeenth Century Cambridge University Press, London 1974
Williams, J. The Gild ofSt John the Baptist at Swaffham Norfolk Arch. Vol xxxm
Part 1 page 1.
Acknowledgements. I would like to thank Janet Hammond for the use of the many records
of Sedgeford that she has transcribed and for her invaluable help and encouragement, to Carol
Hardy for typing the wills, to Sheila Medlar for helping me to understand the customs of the
mediaeval church and to Michael Medlar for his advice and guidance.

Entrydatedthe nineteenthyearof Hemy vn (1503/4)froma book of copyholdsurrenders of the Manor
of Sedgeford, in which it is recorded that John Chosell, by his will, leaves two pieces of land to his
brotherRobert,on conditionthat his brother pays for obits (a priest to sing masses for the souls of the
dead) for their father and mother and for himself on 8t Juliana's day 22nd May in perpetuity.
NRO L'Estrange 5/5
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Church and Chapel
a village account of twentieth century activities
by Sue Crump and Diana Lewton Brain
At the turn of the centuIy, With a population of 658 in 1901, there were two
chapels and a parish church in Sedgeford. The Church of St Mary came within the rural
deanery ofHeacham, and the living - worth £374 a year - was held by the Rev Francis Johnson
Tuck. The chapels were the Wesleyan chapel, built in 1830 in the Docking Road - still in use
today - and the Primitive Methodist chapel, erected in 1861 near the junction of the
Snettisham and Heacham Roads, which is now a private dwelling. "A 'gentleman of Norwich'
bought the former Primitive Methodist chapel in the 1930s. He sold the pews for more than
he'd paid for the whole building" (Mrs Elsie Faulkner).
Those who
were children in the 1920s
and 1930s recall regular
attendance at church or
chapel: "We had to go to
chapel every Sunday - or the
girls did, anyway." (Mrs
Lucy Wagg) "You used to
have to go three times every
!
Sunday: go to Sunday
I
school in the morning,
chapel in the afternoon and
then chapel again at night ...
TJm PltIMlTlVE MItTBODurr.:CIlAPKL
You'd take your clothes off
when you got home, so you
didn't mess your clothes up, have your lunch and then put them back on again and go ... You
always had Sunday clothes in those days." (Mrs Edna Cox). While many accepted this
compulsory attendance - "That didn't hurt you. I mean, that was quite enjoyable" (Mr Ted Rix)
- on some it had a deterrent effect: "I think tha.tturned a lot of kids against religion, you know,
going there three times a day, you'd get fed up. They used to say,'when I get to fourteen I'm
not going to come here any more'. And I was one of them! " (Mr Jack Cox). Often, whether a
family went to church or chapel depended more on where they happened to be living at the
time than on the finer distinctions of religious doctrine. When Mrs Lucy Wagg lived in the
Docking Road she went to chapel, "but when I got down there (ie Church Lane), then of
course I went to church." Mrs Ivy Raines commented,"I was Church, really, my people were
all Church, but that didn't stop us going to Chapel as well." Mr Peter Jackson's family used
to go to the church but he now goes mostly to the chapel: "I go to the chapel now but I've not
got any bonds with the chapel or anything else: to my mind, God is God, whether you're a
catholic, anglican, methodist or what - long as you go somewhere. I've been confirmed in the
church but I suppose the reason I go to the"chapel more than anything is because it's Sunday
afternoon, rve got a business here Sunday mornings ... and my wife's a very staunch methodist
and I suppose that has some bearing on it." (Mr Peter Jackson). Mr Ted Rix recalls going to
the Primitive Methodist chapel when they lived next door: "We used to have to sit up at the
front, but when that was a bit cold we used to get down and crawl under the seats and there
used to be a big Monk stove that used to be there, at the back. We used to get down there till
we got found out."

--------~.[
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There was a thriving Sunday school at the Wesleyan chapel: Mr Stanley
Mace recalls that his parents had 99 children attending at one point, but never quite reached
100. "All of us, Stanley and all of them, went to the Sunday school till we were nearly 20.
They used to have the Wesleyan Guild at the chapel. There was a lot of rivalry between our
chapel and others, and every
Wednesday night we'd go
out to another chapel, or
theid come to Sedgeford
and sing and recite and do,
or we'd go there and do, and
have a good supper. We
loved going to Dersingham,
because they always had
nice refreshments" (Mrs G.
Carter). A regular feature
each summer were the
'anniversaries': "We used to
have a big anniversary ...and
THE WBSLEY4If CHAPEL ON rUE DoCI(.UfQ ROA!).
it was always held at the
school because there was
about 100 children. We used to learn off our "pieces to say, and singing, and the school used
to be full of the parents, to watch the show" (Mrs Daphne Bray). "And people would come
from a long way away, you know, all the villages round ... Once I'd said my recitation I was
all right, but I'd wony till then" (Mrs Edna Cox). Her husband can still remember some of the
pieces learned by heart all those years ago, such as:
"A fellow's mother is ever so wise
With rosy cheeks and very blue eyes,
Knows what to do if a fellow gets hurt,
By a bump and bruise, or a fall in the dirt.
A fellow's mother has lots of things,
Bags and buttons and plenty of string,
No matter how busy she is, she:U/~top
To see how well you spin your top ..." (Mr Jack Cox).
The children wore their Sunday best, and those who could afford to bought new clothes: "Hat
and everything, you know. Yes, we all had hats" (Mrs Edna Cox). "I remember, I didn't have
a frock and my mother went to Hunstanton and brought me one out of a second-hand shop.
That was sort of shot silk ... really very nice" (Mrs Lucy Wagg).
Money from the collection taken at the 'anniversary' was used to take the
children on outings, organised by Mr and Mrs Mace. "We used to go to Ringstead Downs a
lot and hold the parties: see, they would have a wagon and take us down on the wagon, or
we'd bicycle - you'd get down there somehow. And she'd take everything, an urn and
everything, you see, and make all teas and do - you always had good tea. Then theid toboggan
and play cricket and that in the Downs, and that cost nothing, not like going down Hunstanton
or those places" (Mrs Ivy Raines). "We went to Wells and Sheringham and Cromer, all round
there, and then when we got a bit older, Mr and Mrs Mace used to take us in the bus to
Yarmouth. Mrs Mace used to pack all the food up for us, because that was too expensive to
go into restaurants. We'd all be on the beach and have our lunch. And if we wanted anything
afterwards we'd buy an ice-cream or some chips" (Mrs Daphne Bray).
18
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Some of the people interviewed remember singing in the church choir: "I
used to be in the Church choir and I used to go down to the carol service Christmas night"
(Mr Derek Frost). "I was in the church choir, and then I took over organ blowing, blowing the
organ with the handle on it. And this man Neal, when he took over, of course he played
everything. He played and got the pedals going, and especially when you had a wedding, the
Wedding March and all that ... Cooer! The organ scared you! ... Sometimes you couldn't keep
up with him" (Mr Ted Rix). "There was a lovely choir - there's a nice picture ofus in the
vestIy - and we had the different parts, we had tenors and baritone and that. We used to sing
a verse, you know, each of us in turn, then we were asked to sing solos ... When Mrs Ingleby
was down at the Hall, I had to sing "Oh rest in the Lord", and she came especially when I sang
that for her. That was just something I was gifted with ... I only had to blow the organ once,
for a funeral. There was a storm and no electricity for the organ. Behind the organ, there are
the names ofall the people who have blown the organ, written up" (Mrs Lucy Wagg). "Oh yes,
they had a good choir. The church was very popular. All the business people in the village
would go to church, like Mr. Crisp (the carpenter and undertaker) and Mr. Peaimain (who had
the general stores), they always went Sunday mornings. The two middle aisles would be
nearly full every Sunday. The mothers would take their children. And when they came out of
chapel in the afternoon, where did they go? Up to Littlepert,-iiewn Littleport Lane, down
Ped~
Way ~d home for tea - had a lovely walk with the children" (Mrs G. Carter).

Sedge ford church choir circa 1960

There have been a number of different clergy at the parish church during this
period: "First one I can remember was Canon Haynes and then, when he retired,
MacNaughton Jones took over, and ran the Boy Scouts, and his daughter had the Girl Guides
in the village. And after he left, there was one or two more came. I think Denzil French was
the most ... he was the one that sort of got mixed in with the village, he started the Village
News Letter back there in 1966. The other ones you never hardly see" (Mr Ted Rix).
In Sedgeford, as elsewhere in the country, attendance at church and chapel
declined markedly during the latter part of the century: " That (the Methodist Church) nearly
closed in '78: I went round the whole village - every house I went to - we was down on our
19

;last, under £ 10 - and I went round to every house in the village and collected £ 158 odd, I think
it was. But that wasn't only the money: I got five new members, and five ~d four made nine .
.. We haven't looked back" (Mr Stanley Mace). Some are critical of measures taken to
encourage social interaction: "I like church, but I vJ6n't go' to church where they have
refreshments and all this, and the noise. My mother was strict churchwoman and she always
thought that church was a place of prayer and quiet" (Mrs G Carter). However, with the
involvement of additional lay-people in church activity Jud the appointment very recently of
the Rev Andrew Butcher, there is cautious optimism regarding'ithe future of the church: "The
church has always been an inseparable part of the village. It is always packed for the special
occasions, such as the major festivals. The present increases in church-going have been
helped by the attempts to improve access and a wider Understanding of the simple truths of
the Christian message" (Dr. Hugh Ford).

a

, This short account is based on extractsfrom tape-recorded interviews with residents and former
. residents of Sedgeford conducted as part of the SHARP Oral History Project.
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Results and Prospects for 1999
Sedgeford is becoming one of the most excavated places in Britain, There
were the several smaIl-scale digs by Charles Lewton-Brain in the 1950s, there was the big one
on Boneyard by Peter Jewell in 1958. It is rumoured that more skellies were dug up on
Boneyard by Don Brothwell in 1960. A small site by the river on the west ofLadywell Field
was dug by Rodney Hooper in the 1970s. Then there have been the three big campaigns of
1996-98, with very big excavations on Boneyard and medium-size ones on Reeddam and
West HaIl. This is a lot of archaeological data. On top of that, there is the historical research;
SHARP co-ordinator and long-standing local historian Janet Hammond has amassed a fund
of knowledge about Domesday, the development of the manors, the history of the church, and
much else, Recent place-name research, standing-building recording, and geophysical
survey work have added greatly to this.
SHARP is meant to be a long-term project. Wharram Percy ran for 40 years, Wroxeter bathsbasilica for 25, SHARP is likely to be that sort of thing. There is a danger here. The data-base
goes on growing - piles of boxes full of finds climb up the walls and along the corridors, filing
cabinets burst and the files of notes start piling up around them, the drawings lie a metre thick,
and you can never find the one you want, and you're holdiing up hundreds of slides one-at-atime looking for the one of Skeleton 0033 'Princess Leya'. One thing we're doing in 1999 (my
New Year's resolution) is to sort the archive out! But there is a more important point here. The
usual thing on a long-term project. is to leave publication to the end - so the book (enormous,
heavy, too long to read, too expensive to buy) comes out 20,30,40 years after work began or never (the famous case is Winchester, one of the landmark excavations of the 1960s-1970s,
which has never been properly published). It's just so much work, and so many (perhaps all?)
of the original people have scattered, that it simply never gets done. We want to avoid that
risk, and we want to get our results out quickly - as our knowledge builds up, bit by bit. So,
here is advance notice: the Council of British Archaeology has agreed to publish our first
volume, which will cover the excavation up to 1998/1999, and this is likely to come out in
2001 or 2002. Pennies ready!
This is a good time to publish results so far, because the
project is shifting direction. We are settling in for a much
longer excavation on Boneyard/Reeddam
than we first
planned. It now looks much more like a 15-20 year job
i.
:.:
than the 5-10 we first thought. The Saxon settlement and
'.
cemetery are huge, and beneath them we now think there
are earlier phases - almost certainly an Iron Age/early
Roman
site of some sort, and possibly
both
Neolithic/Bronze Age and Mesolithic activity beneath that.
Moreover, the site is varied and difficult to dig - ranging
from the waterlogged flood-plain of the Reeddam, where
we have to pump continuously to dig the lower levels, to
the sandy-gravelly slope of the Boneyard, where the
evidence has been tom apart by soil-creep, rabbit-burrowing, and plough-drainage. We've
learnt a lot about the site in 1996-98 - how important it is and how to dig it - and we're
opening alarge new area this year, which will be trowelled meticulously over a wide area,
without any sections being dug through, and with the soil kept damp by continuous sprinkling
(Ray Thirkettle is on the case!) This is very much a new start.
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At West Hall, too, though we are reaching something of a conclusion - the West Hall paddock
excavation has been reduced to a small area to be finished off this year ~ we've also found our
early estimates of time required greatly exceeded.
Despite all our efforts, our knowledge of the development of church and manor in the early
medieval period is still rudimentary. We're likely to be working on the church and in the West
Hall area for a long time to come. At some point in the 1999 season, everyone involved in the
church/W est Hall work is going to need to sit down and brainstorm where we've got to and
where we go next. Again, ifs something of a turning-point in the project - the right time to
publish what we've got so far, the right time to have a hard reassessment before moving on
again.
Let me summarise the goals of the 1999 season:
a) The parish-wide fieldwalking survey will continue with a week of intensive work from 5th
to 11th April.
b) The original excavation area on Boneyard will be finished off (Area 1), work will be
resumed on the waterlogged Reeddam trench (Area 2), and a new area will be opened up
using sprinkler-assisted
open-area
excavation methods (Area 3). The aim on
BoneyardIReeddam will be: to identifY a clearer sequence of deposits over time; to clarify the
character of Saxon settlement activity on the site; to continue the recovery of skeletal remains;
and to define better the general character of pre-Saxon phases of activity.
c) The West Hall paddock excavation will be completed, standing-building recording will
continue on the church and at West Hall farmyard (where redevelopment is taking place), and
geophysical survey work will continue in the area generally. The broad aim will remain the
same: to build our knowledge of the development of ecclesiastical and manorial buildings
here from the early medieval period onwards.
To volunteer for Easter fieldwalking, phone Neil Faulkner on 0181 671 5363. To volunteer
for the summer season, contact Pauline Thirkettle on 01485570773. To volunteer for local
history and field history activities outside the main periods, contact Janet Hammond on 01485
570124. Otherwise, everyone is, as ever, welcome to attend all events and visit the site at any
time in working hours during the forthcoming season (see the calendar for the details)
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~SHARP~
Calender
5th - 11th April

~!
,
r!

Spring & Summer

A week ofField-walking

(if interested see

Sun. 4th & 11th July

Working parties to finish preparations

IS/16th July

Arrival of supervisors

17th July

Arrival of volunteers

18th July to 27th August

1999

* below

reo details)

for summer season

Excavation in progress.

Open to all during the period of the excavation:
Tuesdays 7.30-9pm

Lectures on aspects of archaeology and field history at Sedgeford Church
.

Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday
Tuesday

20th July
27th July
3rd August
10th August
17th August
24th August

Thursdays

7.30-9pm

Fridays 3.30-5pm
Sunday

18th August

.

Neil Faulkner (Director of SHARP) 'Theory is grey but the tree of life is green' .
Mike Hardy (UEA Extra Mural Lecturer) The Roman/Saxon interface
Michael Medlar (UEA Extra Mural Lecturer) Farm Buildings and Agriculture
To be arranged
Mary Hesse - (CambridgeUniv.) Roman Roads and other Tracks in North Norfolk.
Helen Geake (Norwich Castle Museum) Saxon cemeteries and associated finds.
A forum for supervisors, volunteers, students and visitors to discuss
" all aspects ofthe, excavation and courses at Hill Farm .
. Site tour starting at the Boneyard
2.30pm

Friends annual guided group visit to site - with tea and cake
archaeologist style!
'

,f
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Friends and visitors are welcome on site at all times but, depending on the exigencies of the dig, there
may not always be someone available to explain what is happening. We will do our best, so please
bear with us.
Saturday

25th

September

One-day Conference on the Origin of the Anglo-Saxon Village

*

*

*

* Uyou

:1

r

*

are interested in joining in the field walking week in April please contact:Neil Faulkner"
96 Dumbarton Road,
London, SW2 5LU
)
'phone 0181-671-:-5363
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7th August 1998, a day never to be forgotten in the annals of SHARP. It started with a
" ~...•.
\.~ stroll down to the Ladywell. That morning in the steeply sided dell where the spring rise~,
" J it was noticed, with some amazement that, as well as the alder tree and large erratic
;
t boulder that usual grace the place, a Landrover was parked quietly beside them. Peter
stood beside it and, with great calm and control, explained that it had slipped on the wet
I
grass when turning to go down to the geophysics site, however the boys were getting some
timbers and he would soon be out. All was well until after lunch when, from the view
point of West Hall Paddock, Tim was observed quietly burning off some rain ruined hay
on the Ladywell field next door, smoke blowing northward towards the road. Suddenly,
without warning, all the world erupted into chaos as bells rang, sirens roared and two large
fire engines rushed up the lane to put him out. Fortunately they were too big to swing
through the gate or they might well have stuck in the soft wet soil of the field. Clearly they
were spoiling Tim's fun, but intent on their own highjinks they proceeded to douse an
already almost water-logged field with the contents of both engines while trying to
convince everyone the fire posed a danger to a field of barley about three hundred metres
to the west. Across the large Ladywell pool, a couple more springs and soggy ground? No
chance! This they admitted when they had finished playing and were consuming mugs of
tea, thoughtfully provided by the management, before trundling off in search of more fun.
At this point one might have thought that was enough for one day, but no. Chris
got a wasp in his trousers - no one asked how - and there upon, in the middle of the field,
proceeded to strip down to his underpants to remove it, amid catcalls from all in the
vicinity. It was probably very lucky the firemen had gone or they might have put the wasp
out as well, to Chris's further discomfort. Jeremy, our usually intrepid paramedic, lost his
cool when two over friendly and boisterous dogs thought he was their pal. He disappeared
with his new found friends in hot pursuit trying to explain they wanted to play with him,
not have him for dinner. To cap it all that evening, after years of trying, Mrs Guineafowl
appeared from the long grass trailing behind her twenty two newly hatched chicks. And
I always thought they were too flighty to sit on their eggs long enough to hatch them.
The following morning Peter arrived wearing snorkel and flippers, carrying a fire
extinguisher, a wasp-eze spray and a large bone, announcing that, in spite of the trials and
tribulations of the previous day, the geophysics course would continue as normal. And
you think archaeology is all skellies and dry as dust? At Sedgeford it's action packed all
round, well sometimes! Unfortunately there doesn't seem to be a solitary photograph to
prove the truth of one single incident of this tale of archaeological adversity - unless of
course you have one?

